
Short Throw Shi

     Thank you for purchasing our Short T

a G52/G54/G58/R150F/R151F transmiss

following procedures before installation
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 Shifter Kit, G- and R-series 

rt Throw Shifter Kit! This guide will help you install this 

mission. Please carefully read and familiarize yourself w

tion. 

The kit is comprised of the following compon
 

• (1) Modified Short Throw Handle wit

      Heavy Duty Shift Socket and New

• (1) Short Throw Shift Base Assembly

• (1) White HD Shift Seat 

• (4) 20mm X 8mm X 1.25mm Bolts wit
 

1. Engage your Emergency Brake (or us

your transmission into neutral. 
 

TIP: Your transmission will be expos

process. Be extra careful to clean yo

to minimize the risk of any debris or

falling into your transmission. 
 

2. Remove your interior shift boot to ex
 

NOTE: Interior boot and tunnel desig

and are outside the scope of this ins

your factory service manual as need
 

3. Remove shift handle boot from the 
 

TIP: Apply a small, thin layer of grea

shaft just above the boot to help the
 

4. Push down and rotate the shifter ret

approximately 35-degrees to unlock 

above-left picture shows the spring
 

TIP: Note the orientation of your shi

install the new handle in the same o
 

5. Lift the shift handle up and remove it
 

6. Remove the four shift base bolts usin

socket. 
 

TIP: Space may be limited to access 

“flex head” type GearWrench works

struggling? Loosen your cross memb

drivetrain about an inch with a jack
 

7. Gently & repeatedly tap on the shift

brass hammer until its seal is broken
 

TIP: The aluminum is soft, be gentle

flathead screwdriver in strategic loc

on the sides of each shift pivot pin, w

fails, you could reinsert your shift ha

leverage to jerk the base free. 

this kit onto 

lf with the 

ponents: 

 with Marlin Crawler 

ew Toyota Boot 

bly 

with Lock Washers 

r use tire chocks) and shift 

posed during this installation 

n your interior or workspace 

is or foreign object from 

o expose your transmission. 

designs vary by application 

s installer. Please refer to 

eeded. 

he transmission shift base. 

rease to the shift handle 

 the boot slide up. 

 retainer counter-clockwise 

ock the shift handle. The 

-loaded retainer unlocked. 

r shift handle. You’ll want to 

e orientation. 

ve it from the base. 

 using a 12mm wrench or 

ess the two front bolts. A 

orks well here. Still 

ember and lower the 

ack to gain clearance. 

hift base with a brass drift or 

ken. 

ntle. You can try using a 

 locations or alternately tap 

, which are steel. If all else 

ft handle and use its long 
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8. Lift and remove the stock shift base. 

an oil slinger between the shift base 

This oil slinger may come off with the

it may remain on the transmission ho
 

NOTE: An oil slinger is required to pr

out our breather. Toyota P/N 33144
 

9. Remove the oil slinger from the shift

housing. It will be reused so peal it of
 

TIP: Note the oil slingers orientation

up and which end is closest to the fr

When the slinger is reinstalled (step

align with the shift shoe inside the t
 

NOTE: The slinger is similar to sheet

bent and formed back into its origin
 

10. Remove and clean all paper gaskets 

of the oil slinger. 
 

NOTE: Paper gaskets are used from 

they commonly leak and are often r

Therefore, you may encounter silico

the original paper gaskets. 
 

11. Remove and clean all paper gaskets o

transmission flange. 
 

TIP: Position and move your gasket s

transmission opening being extra ca

debris inside the transmission. It ma

clean towel or rag inside the transm
 

12. Degrease the sealing surfaces of the 

Short Throw Shift Base, and both side
 

TIP: Silicone and oil repel each other

established if any oil residue is prese

imperative that all sealing surfaces a

grease. If your fingers are also greas

time to wash your hands. 
 

13. Apply a thin layer of silicone sealant 

the transmission housing as illustrate
 

NOTE: It is unnecessary to apply sea

perimeter of each bolthole because 

(i.e. oil cannot enter or leak from an
 

14. Carefully lay the degreased oil slinge

flange, noting its orientation (see ste
 

TIP: It is easier to apply silicone to th

and our new shift base rather than t

slinger. Therefore, don’t apply any s

simply lay it in place. 
 

 

se. From the factory, there is 

ase and transmission housing. 

 the shift base (as shown), or 

n housing. 

to prevent oil from leaking 

144-35030. 

hift base or transmission 

 it off gently & slowly. 

tion by marking which side is 

e front of the transmission. 

step 14), its main hole must 

he transmission. 

eet metal and may easily be 

iginal shape. 

ets or silicone from both sides 

om the factory, however, 

en replaced with silicone. 

ilicone (as shown) instead of 

ets or silicone from the 

ket scraper away from the 

careful not to drop any 

t may be helpful to place a 

nsmission opening. 

the transmission housing, 

 sides of the oil slinger. 

ther and a seal cannot be 

resent. It is therefore 

ces are void from all oil and 

reasy, this would be a good 

ant on the degreased flange of 

rated in yellow. 

 sealant to the outer 

use they are blind holes  

any hole). 

nger atop the transmission 

 step 9).                                             

to the transmission flange 

an the two sides of the oil 

ny silicone to the oil slinger; 
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15. Apply a thin layer of silicone sealant 

Throw Shift Base in approximately th

the flange of the transmission housin

in the picture at left. 
 

16. Carefully & slowly lower our Short Th

into position. 
 

NOTE: For R151F Turbo applications

slinger are flipped and positioned 18

shown in these images. Please be su

hole aligned with the shift shoe insid
 

17. Insert the supplied bolts with lock wa
 

18. After all four bolts are finger tight, to

in a crisscross pattern. 
 

19. Install our Heavy Duty Shift Seat by r

down atop each pivot pin, and then r

and down into the base as shown in t

below. The concaved radius should b

20. Apply a generous amount of grease t

seat.  
 

TIP: Grease is oil based and is safe fo

transmission parts. If you do not hav

gear or motor oil as a substitute. 
 

NOTE: This step is not critical, as oil 

and lubricate the seat, but it is recom

shifting performance. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ant to our degreased Short 

ly the same contact location as 

using, as illustrated in yellow 

rt Throw Shift Base vertically 

ions, the shift base and oil 

d 180-degrees from what is 

e sure you have the shifter 

inside the transmission. 

k washers finger tight. 

t, torque each one to 12 ft-lbs 

by resting the seat upside 

en rotating the seat around 

 in the image sequence 

ld be facing up once installed. 

 

se to the Heavy Duty shift 

fe for all internal 

t have grease, you may use 

 oil will eventually splash up 

ecommended for immediate 
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               “A”                                “B” 

 
 

Closing notes: 

There is no break-in procedure; it is re

breather, please use thread lock during reasse

 
                          Thanks again for choosing our p

                                                                                                               

21. Ensure our Heavy Duty Shift Socket is

shift handle. 

 

TIP: Our Heavy Duty Shift Socket is e

and precise fit and is therefore diffic

twelve-point 3/4” box wrench to rep

“correct” position as shown. 
 

NOTE: Our Heavy Duty Shift Socket m

to fit directly into the shift shoe of 

 

22. Lower our shift handle into position i

your original handle (see step 4). 

 

TIP:  Align the slots of our shift hand

shift pins of our Short Throw Shift B

image. 

 

TIP: Grease or oil may be applied to 

Socket and the shift pivot areas if de
 

23. Our shift handle will continue to drop

retainer rests without force near the

position “A” at lower left). If your ret

position, double check our Heavy Du

with the shift shoe inside the transm

 

NOTE: Because your transmission is 

shift shoe within the transmission is

hole of our short throw base. Theref

retainer will insert all the way down

with little effort. 
 

24. Push the shift handle retainer down u

rotate clockwise approximately 35-de

‘locked’ when the two flat edges of t

diameter are parallel with the transm

position “B”. 

 

25. Shift through all forward and reverse

operation. 
 

26. Push the shift handle boot down and

Throw Shift Base. The boot “locks” in

short throw base. 

is ready for use immediately. If you ever need to remov

assembly to keep the parts tight and to prevent oil leaks

ur products! • http://www.MarlinCrawler.com • (559) 
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et is perpendicular with our 

is engineered to have a tight 

ifficult to rotate. Use a 

 reposition the socket to the 

ket must be aligned properly 

 of your transmission. 

ion in the same orientation as 

andle and retainer with the 

ift Base as shown in the left 

d to our Heavy Duty Shift 

desired. 

drop down until the shifter 

 the top level of our base (see 

r retainer is not in this 

 Duty Shift Socket’s alignment 

nsmission (see step 21). 

n is in neutral (step 1), the 

n is directly aligned with the 

erefore, our shift handle & 

own and rest at position “A” 

wn until it stops, and then 

degrees. The retainer is 

 of the retainer’s inner 

nsmission, as shown in 

erse gears to ensure proper 

 and over the top of our Short 

s” into the top groove of our 

move the shift pivots or 

leaks. 
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